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Abstract 
An exact analysis of deformation and stress field in a laminated elastic tube under extension is presented. The problem is 
formulated on the basis of the state space formalism for axisymmetric deformation of transversely isotropic layer. The transfer 
matrix transmits the state vector in radial direction from inner surface to outer surface and takes into account the interfacial 
continuity and lateral boundary conditions in a regular manner. Upon delineating the symplecticorthogonality relations of the 
eigenvectors and by using eigenfunction expansion, a rigorous solution which satisfies the end conditions is determined.  
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we present an exact analysis of the displacement and stress fields in a laminated tube of finite length 
under extension. Since the loads are axially symmetric and the materials are transversely isotropic, the equations of 
elasticity for axisymmetric deformation are formulated into a state equation and an output equation of laminated 
layer. To determine a rigorous solution of the problem, it is necessary to find a complete solution of the state 
equation and make it satisfy the prescribed BC. The transfer matrix transmitsthe state vector in radial direction from 
inner surface to outer surface and takes into account the interfacial continuity and lateral boundary conditions in a 
regular manner. Regardless the number of layers, its determination requires only eigensolutions of matrices. We also 
delineate the symplecticorthogonality relations of the eigenvectors, and by means of eigenfunction expansion, an 
exact analysis of the displacement and stress fields in the laminated tube with the bottom plane perfectly bonded is 
carried out.  
2. State space formulation 
Consider a transversely isotropic circular tube of laminated cross-section resting on a rigid base. Let the origin 
of the cylindrical coordinates ( r ,T , z ) be located at the center of the bottom plane, with the z axis pointing 
upward. When the tube is subjected to axisymmetric loadings, the deformation and stress fields are independent ofT . 
On the basis of the state space formalism for anisotropic elasticity [1], the state equation and output equation [2] 

























































































































                   
(1) 
where it is understood that the indices 3,2,1 stand for r ,T  and z , respectively.With 2/)( 121166 ccc  , there 
are five independent elastic constants for transversely isotropic materials. rw , zw denote partial differentiation with 
respect to r and z , respectively, and 
   > @   .ˆ,~,ˆ,~,ˆ 13331333113461114111331    w ww w ccccccccrclrrclrcl ijijjiijijrrrr  
The cylindrical surfaces at ar  and br  are traction-free: > @ > @ > @ > @.00,00     brrzrrarrzrr VVVV  
The bottom plane is assumed to be perfectly bonded with the rigid base (the fixed end), thus the end conditions atthe 
bottom plane 0 z and the upper plane at lz  are > @ > @ > @ > @.)(0,000 rpuu lzzzrzzzr     VV  
3. Eigensolution 
We seek the solution of Eq. (1) of the form 
> @ > @ ,)()()()( 04130211 zkkzzrzzr errJcrrJcrJcrJcrruu POOOOVV  where P is a parameter to be 
determined; )(0 rJ O  and )(1 rJ O are the Bessel functions of the first kind [3], of order 0 and1, respectively;O and iC
( 4,3,2,1 i ) are constants to be determined.Substituting it into Eq. (1), we arrive at  
















































































                                                                                                                  (2) 
to which non-trivial solutions exist if and only if the determinant of the coefficient matrix equals to zero. This 
condition yields > @^ `  PONNN /,0)2( 44332441313331144411 kkkccccccccc    which has four roots.To 
each jkN there corresponds a solution of Eq. (2) determined within a constant jkA . 
It can be shown that there are two linearly independent solutions, and the solution of Eq. (1) is 
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where > @

















> @ > @^ ` ,)()(2)(~)(),,( 133442660331113112445 kjjjjjkj rJcccrrJcccccrf PNNPNPNNPN   
> @ > @^ ` .)()(2)(~)(),,( 133442660331213122446 kjjjjjkj rJcccrrJcccccrf PNNPNPNNPN   
It can also be shown that there are another two linearly independent solutions derivable from
> @ > @ ,)()()()( 04130211 zkkzzrzzr errYcrrYcrYcrYcrruu POOOOVV  and we have 












     
(4) 
where )6,...,2,1(),,(  irg ji PN are similar to ).,,( rf ji PN  
4. Satisfaction of the boundary conditions at ar  and br   
From Eqs. (3) and (4) the displacements and stresses of the k -th layer in radial direction can be written as











































































                                                               (5) 
Substituting the internal radii 1 kcr  of the k -th layer to Eq. (5), we obtain> @kBBAA 2121  in terms of 
       > @kkrzkrrkzkr cScScUcU 1111  . Then substituting back to (5), the solution can be rewritten in 
the form:      ,; 11  kkkkk ccrr RPR where the matrices and vectors are defined as 
         > @      ,;, 111    kkkkkTkrzrrzrk crcrrSrSrUrUr MMPR
         > @ ,,,,,,,,, 42312211 kk rrrrr PNPNPNPN ggffM         > @ ,,,,,,,,, 3521 Tjjjjj rfrfrfrf PNPNPNPN f
       > @ .,,,,,,,, 3521 Tjjjjj rgrgrgrg PNPNPNPN g  
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Specifically, the interfacial continuity conditions at external radii kcr  ofk-th layer is ).()(1 kkkk cc RR   It 
follows that ),();()( 111   kkkkk ccrr RPR which transfers the state vector from the k -th layer to the )1( k -th 























T Following the same line by using the transfer matrix, the 
eigenvalue jP ),2,1( " j and the associated eigenvector are determined by satisfying the interfacial continuity 
conditions and the traction-free conditions on the inner and outer surfaces. Setting the outer radii br   gives 











































U                                                                                                                            (6) 
The traction-free BC on ar   and b  demand .0)(  ,0)(1   ba mSS Imposing them on Eq. (6) yields
> @ ,0)(  msu bT from which the eigenvalues P  are determined.  Linearly independent eigenvectors associated with 
00  P  can be determined by considering the Jordan-chain solution and are given as 





kk DD c  can be expressed by transfer matrices and )1(1D  can bedetermined. 
A linear combination of the eigensolutions produces the complete solution of the k -th layer: 













ii eCeCCCrruu PPVV 
f
 
c  ¦ \\\\                                                            (7) 
where 






































































































































































































































































































5. Satisfaction of the end conditions anddetermining the unknown constants 
The complete solution of k -th layer is required to satisfy the end conditions at 0 z and lz  . To this end, 
















c  ¦ \\\\F                                                                                                   (8) 















ii eCeClCCr PP 
f
 
c  ¦ \\\\\F                                                                        (9) 
where > @  > @ ,0),(),()(  ,)0,()0,(00)(0 TkzrlkTkzzrzk rrplrulrurrrrrr   FF VV in which 0C , c0C , iC  and 
iC  are constants to be determined, )(0 rkF  contains the unknown tractions > @krz r )0,(V  and > @kzz r )0,(V  at the fixed 
end, )(rlkF  contains the unknown displacements > @kr lru ),(  and > @kz lru ),(  at the free end. 
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Multiplying both sides of Eq. (8) and (9) by JTik\ , J
T
ik\ , JTk ][ )1(0\  and  JTk ][ )0(0\ , respectively, and 
integrating them over over ),( 1 kk cc   and then summating from 1-st layer to m -th layer, making use of the 
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(12) 


























c   
                                                   
 (13) 
Substituting Eqs. (10)-(11) in Eqs. (12)-(13) gives 
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FFJ P\                                                                                                             (15) 











FFJ \                                                                                                                       (16) 













JFFFJ \\                                                                            (17) 
Taking n  terms of the series for computation, we obtain a system of 22 n  algebraic equations ( n2  equations 
from Eq. (14) and Eq. (15) for 2,1 i , n" ; 2  equations from Eq. (16) and Eq. (17) for 0 i ) for the 22 n  
unknowns: 
0C , c0C , iC  and iC ),,2,1( ni " , which can be solved by using a standard method for simultaneous 
algebraic equations. 
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